
History:

On 9th Street SW Calgary, a nod to the precedent is evident via an early 20th Century
structure that stands proudly, now harbouring the restorative touch of a modern man who
ensured that it’s original element of finery remains. Like a multitude of built-upon locations,
this site was once nothing more than South Albertan land owned by Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and various shrewd ranchers who noted the potential financial gains that such
terrain held. When, in 1912, Emily McKenzie sold this territory to William E. McLeod, the
start of something beautiful began. The grounds were transformed from a plot of land to a
residency of grandeur as McLeod, one of the most influential pioneers of Alberta oil,
became more than just the owner of the first oil lease in Turner Valley; he became the
creator, the owner, the resident of the beautiful building that still stands: McLeod Manor.

The building is impressive in its history as much as its stature. All …. sq ft of the masonry
surfaces homed McLeod and his family, a manor fit for the founder and President of the
McLeod Oil Company. When, in 1919, he felt it time to sell his establishment, McLeod
ensured that a gentleman of his own calibre became new king of the castle and sold to a
fellow developer of the Albertan oil industry, William S Herron, founder, president and
managing director of Okalta Oils Limited. Herron, a millionaire who became infamous for his
loss of fortune which he counteracted with his discovery of crude oil in Turner Valley
Limestone in 1936, walked the corridors and inhabited the rooms of 1717 9th St SW until
1920 upon whence the physician Dr. J.A James Millican and his wife Annie Florence Millican
acquired the property, eventually leaving their son to take over the deeds from 1965 until
1969.

Home to such a plethora of prestigious and devoted proprietors, McLeod Manor has existed
as a family home as well as a boarding house to many. At one time the rooms existed as
singular boarding rooms. Thus, the many personal impressions that the throng of dwellers
had left upon the buildings décor were apparent when, in 1999, Darrell Henigman, owner of
E5 Group in Calgary, became title-holder and Maitre d'Oeuvre of McLeod Manor. Upon his
embarkment, My Henigman observed that this once exquisite mansion now housed
mismatched doors, missing stone in the exterior wall, peeling paintwork and decrepit roof;
The Manor was a Manor no more. It was in need of nurturing and Henigman combined his
business sense, his desire for an office location with a vision of restoration and instigated
the two year renovation that saw the building alter from remnants of historic stateliness to
reconditioned and contemporary splendor.



With the arrival of a new century came the birth of new quarters. By the year 2000,
McLeod Manor’s transformation was complete. What you see now is a portrayal of old meets
new, abandoned but nonetheless salvaged, proof that original is not necessarily versus new
but can work in conjunction with overhaul.

Darrell Henigman held and stayed true to his personal desire to retain the heritage and the
structural beauty of the property whilst stripping it of the frailties that wear and tear had
lended to it. What he ultimately completed is an ultra modern renovation, consistent
throughout in its style though carefully preserving the preliminary features of this historic
building.

Restoration: Interior

McLeod Manor comprises of four floors, including a basement whereby a second stairway
has been added, complying with Fire and Safety egress. Once a space used for residence, it
is now an ideal area for business meetings. The ground floor’s restoration work is prevalent
in the finish of the décor. Drywall material and new wallpaper provides consistency whilst
custom millwork furniture grants the floor it’s up to date, clean lines.

Immediately to the right upon entrance is the boardroom for E5 Group and as such, the
major electronic facilities including IT equipment and conference centre communication



resources underlines the building’s new purpose. The focal feature point of the original early
20th Century fireplace has been updated, being replaced by a New Natural Gas fireplace
with insert lining. Double Frame walls on this floor and the second floor adds another
concept of green-friendliness to the renovation as the walls provide energy efficiency to
what was previously a poorly insulated building.

The second floor has been converted predominantly to a work office floor; its open plan
concept is interrupted every now and again by the necessary privacy of a few enclosed
office spaces and a neat and modern new kitchen provides the floor with another focal
point.

The third floor has also been reinsulated to ensure both comfort and energy efficiency
throughout the seasons.



With the creation of a Training Theatre, complete with a modern and refined kitchen within
this arena and a new Lab housing both storage and stationary rooms, the updated basement
highlights the Manor’s change from house to business property.

The complete transformation of McLeod Manor goes way beyond the aesthetics as
described above. The extensive ground work, the effort exerted by tradesmen is where one
can witness the renovation in its full glory.

The entire building has been rewired, with UPS access providing avant-garde aspects to this
business accommodation as does the complete new sound system that has been introduced
throughout. A secured server room with its own self-contained independent environmental
system is a state of the art addition to the structure. Luxury safety features such as a fire
alarm connected directly to the central station and a Secure Access System supplies
protection.

Throughout the interior of McLeod Manor, every floor has been re-sheeted, each of the
five washrooms that are located on every floor has been upgraded with a low-water flow
toilet system and modern fixtures and every stairway has been refinished. With a central
air furnace, independent boilers and a hydronic heating system situated in the basement and
on the ground floor, the prevailing need for climate control is tended to. The ceiling height
throughout has been maintained offering loftiness and a sense of space simultaneously
sustaining that typical trait of a mature manor house.

Exterior

The beautiful masonry surfaces that encapsulate the building were cleaned via a European
process that omits sandblasting in a meticulous attempt to restore the original brick



without damage. Dedicated experts were utilised when imported English cleaning fluid was
used to on the exterior surfaces.

The effort exerted to ensure an unsullied appearance is apparent in the removal of the
previous overhead services and telephone pole which had stood at the North side of the
house. Eliminating this visual obstruction and inserting underground utility and special
services, the building façade is no longer thwarted. This factor was also in mind when the
windows were redesigned to match the size and visual alignment of the brick structure.

To create the illusion of continuity, the stone wall that surrounds the building has been
restored following a signed easement by neighbours to approve the existing wall. Stone
pillar footings were restored at the East front entrance and missing stone was replaced;
the wall was re-pointed and lifted with pillars. Such a focal feature of the exterior has been
replenished and is an inviting characteristic of the overall first impression that one gets.

The nine original small windows of the front porch, reminiscent of residence, were replaced
by one grand window which increases luminosity and adds to the contemporary aesthetic
theme. History and modernity is once again married in the restoration of the windows; the
original layout and openings have been maintained, whilst new deep seated window frames
complete with Lexan armoured glazing to match that of the custom made, box steel
constructed front door and second floor balcony provides both security and a fresh form.
6” guttering has replaced the former drain pattern, and the sides of the house are now
devoid of unsightly down drains.



Building codes also being an important factor in the mission to restore McLeod Manor, the
handrails on the porch have been replaced and redesigned to sit at a higher grasp-level, as
have the pillars, floor, stairs and lighting of this section of the exterior.

Henigman has undoubtedly crafted a stunning reformation of the Manor itself; surfaces,
services, fixtures and frames have been overhauled along with the landscape. The original
tree that was planted with the initial build of the property still lends the property an air of
saga amidst its contemporary changes. Additional trees at the south and east portions of
the manor provide further greenery and an underground sprinkler system has been installed.
Discreet signage does not detract from the appearance of the building and security
cameras, whilst required, are unimposing in their situation at the building entrances and
corners.

To create the integral parking area for employee’s the existing gravel has been unearthed
and replaced by paving to create a smoother, pedestrian and vehicle friendly area. A
sidewalk, security lighting system and electrical plugs were added for safety and comfort
whilst the introduction of a low fence rail at the north side of the parking lot and corner
post controls traffic flow. The clean line of the improved parking lot is further enhanced
aesthetically by the addition of greenery as hedges and shrubs were planted around the
perimeters.



The back of the building received the addition of a wooden extension in the 1950’s for
boarding house use. This was downtrodden and in need of renewal when Henigman started
renovations. The enclosed fire escape was renovated from the inside out, minimalising any
disruption to the community and the roof was altered using 25 year old shingles and with
extensions to the west side of the property, a horizontal, visual roof link between the front
and back of the building was created.

Henigman has undoubtedly crafted a stunning reformation of the Manor itself; surfaces,
services, fixtures and frames have been overhauled along with the landscape. The original
tree that was planted with the initial build of the property still lends the property an air of
saga amidst its contemporary changes. Additional trees at the south and east portions of
the manor provide further greenery and an underground sprinkler system has been installed.
Discreet signage does not detract from the appearance of the building and security
cameras, whilst required, are unimposing in their situation at the building entrances and
corners.

The complete transformation of McLeod Manor is illuminated magnificently by an impressive,
energy efficient exterior light system that has become a benchmark for many house proud
Calgary homeowners which runs via automated timers. It is this final exhibition of attention to
detail that truly puts the new and improved McLeod Manor at the top of the quality scale. In
restoring the manor to the glory that it deserves, Darrell Henigman is the proactive and proud
owner of a property that has both a history and a future as a fort of grandeur.
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